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About The Author

First and foremost I’m a father, husband, brother, and son to the most
amazing people in the world – MY FAMILY!
Then during my free time I’m a author, blogger, speaker, and Internet
dominator. Nothing makes me happier then building a new kick ass
website and getting it to become the leader in it's market.
When Did It All Start?
I’ve always been an entrepreneur… In middle school I was selling candy
from my backpack that I’d buy in bulk from Costco. Then up-sold them on
CapriSun juice packs.
My grandfather taught me HTML and Photoshop when I was 14 years old
(1996), but unfortunately I was too young to take it seriously. So I did the
normal boy stuff all the way through after high school.
I hopped from job to job never staying at one for more then 6 months.
Then I realized that working for others just wasn’t for me.
When Did Things Start Taking Off?
Late 2005 I decided to start working for myself and it was slow goings for
quite awhile. However, in early 2007 I had learned enough that I was able
to take a $2/day advertising budget and turned it into over $100,000 in
sales.
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How Do Things Look Now?
Since then I have built/sold several six figure earning websites, I have over
10,000 followers in over 20 countries, millionaires call me a friend, I've
spoken nationally and Internationally, and I’ve published a hit selling book.
I don't say this to brag but more so to try and show you my credibility. I've
been there and done that, but I am not such a fool to let it go to my head.
I'm just a normal dude who figured out some pretty cool stuff.
What is SiteFling?
As I started sharing my story more and more, people wanted to know how
I was building these six figure websites so quickly. I thought long and hard
about a lot of names but for some reason SiteFling stuck.
To me it means taking a website from nothing to something really fast...
Like you "fling" a rubber band. If you already have a website or looking to
start one then SiteFling is all you need to learn how to start making money
or start making MORE money from your website.
Everyone from first time home business owners to CEO's of 9 figure
corporations have been found reading or watching our Internet marketing
lessons. It doesn't matter what level you are at SiteFling has a wallet-filling
marketing tip for you!
Go Bigger,
Justin Brooke
“All It Takes Is Action And Action Builds Confidence”
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PART 1: Demolition
Before I can turn you into a diamond I need to cut away all the
imperfections and polish your knowledge to a shine. So first lets get right
into destroying the lies you've been told.
Where did the lies come from? They all came from “experts” in SEO who
read something put out by Google themselves. Google is the worst place
to get your SEO information from because they are the last person who
wants you to be able to manipulate their search engine.
Google is in the trust business. When a visitor lands on Google they are
trusting Google to give them relative information quickly. If Google fails at
doing that job by letting people manipulate their search engine then they
lose trust.
So it's not the “experts” fault. They thought they were getting insider
information. In actuality they were being fed very clever misdirections. It's
not until you run your own tests and experiments. When you do your own
research that you find the truth. Which is exactly what I have found over
the last four years of studying SEO.
Let's start with the biggest lie of them all...
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Lie #1
SEO Is Hard
FAR FROM IT!!! SEO is so easy that it can get very boring. It's like one day
when I was working in a warehouse and I spilled a giant box of tiny
screws.
I swear those screws fell everywhere. I was standing in the middle of
thousands of screws strewn about in a 10-foot circle. The only way to fix
the problem was to start picking up each screw one at a time.
It's not hard to bend over and pick up a screw. But it sure is boring and
very tedious. That’s what SEO is to me. Very basic tasks repeated OVER
AND OVER AND OVER AND OVER.
Anyone can write the fanciest report they want but when it comes down to
it. All SEO really is, is a basic set of rules.
-keep the content relevant
-keep it unique (to be explained)
-keep it fresh
-and get sites to link to your content
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Lie #2
SEO Takes A Long Time
If that were true... Then why can I get first page Google rankings in less
then 24 hours? Sometimes even as quick as 8 hours!
This lie will be explained more when we talk about keyword research.
Basically, yes it could take a long time to get a high ranking for ultra
competitive keywords like “Real Estate” or “Credit Repair”
But those types of keywords... Well they suck! Keywords like that are full
of people that are doing research. You have no clue what they want to
know about in regards to real estate.
Are they buying? Selling? Doing a report? Writing an article?
Heck most realtor's can't even service 99% of the people that will search
that phrase because they can only work with locally owned properties
(usually).
However, the smart Realtor would go after terms like “Houses For Sale in
Montgomery Alabama” or “Corey Barton Homes For Sale”
With phrases like those you know exactly what the person wants to do.
Which makes marketing to them and more importantly converting them
into a sale so much easier.
With the methods I'm going to be showing you later in the report I'll show
you how you could take not just one front page ranking for those types of
phrases but multiple front page listings and whole pages – Within 48
hours sometimes.
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You Need Lots Of Content
If this lie were true, then why do I have multiple squeeze pages with #1
spots in Google. These pages of mine have less than 300 words of
content.
Of course Google WANTS you to have these giant sites with tons of great
content. It helps them become more of a trust worthy search engine. So
they cleverly announced to the SEO industry that the more pages of
content you have the better you will rank.
They never said that it isn't possible or that they won't rank a low content
page. All they said was that they would like to see more content over less.
Here's some
screenshots of one
page websites with
very little content
ranking highly in
Google for my target
keywords.
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Look I'm telling you this stuff works! Anyone can do it if they are just
willing to do the “so easy it's boring” repetitive tasks that it takes.
Sometimes it only requires a couple hours worth of work.
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Lie #4
Don't Use Duplicate Content
This is probably the one lie that has been holding back the most amount
of people. Of course Google doesn't want the same things showing up
over and over again in their search engines.
That doesn't mean that they won't let it happen!
Everyday my employees and are submitting one piece of content to
hundreds of different sources. We even do this 4-5 times per day with 4-5
different piece of content. Yet, our rankings keep going up and so do our
clients.
This is not black hat either. The way Duplicate Content got started was
people were putting the same article on one site over and over again.
Which was tricking Google into thinking that site had lots of content.
So Google announced that if anyone posted the same content twice per
website then they would not count the second version.
They never said anything about putting the same content on different
websites! However, some “Guru” read it the wrong way or maybe he
wanted to sell an article re-writer software and started lying to everyone!
Here's what you can and can't do:
1.) You cannot put the same article on your site over and over and
expect Google to think you're brilliant! They'll look at your site and
see that it's all trickery to make your site look like it has lots of
content.
2.) You can't take one article and use it for every keyword you ever
target. It must be relevant.
3.) You can write one article about a specific topic and submit it to
hundreds and even thousands of different websites without any
penalty whatsoever
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I think I did a pretty good job of destroying the “The Duplicate Content
Penalty” lie here in this report. But I do an awesome job of it in this
video... http://budurl.com/duplicatecontent
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4.) You can write one article and have thousands of people post it on
their websites (ezinearticles.com) and never get penalized.

5.)

Go To: http://budurl.com/duplicatecontent
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Lie #5
No Follow Links Don’t Count
NoFollow is a parameter Google invented to try and satisfy bloggers who
were complaining about blog spam ruining their high PR scores in Google.
Most people are told that NoFollow links will do nothing for them. That
they don't count. This is not true and here's my story as to why it's not
true...
Situation:
Mr. A has a fancy blog with high PR and spammer A comes to the site and
steals a link by making a comment. With Google's old system some of
that PR leaks out to the spammers site.
Reality:
So Google says hey if everyone uses NoFollow then no more PR will leak
out I promise. However, not all the search engines adopted this plan and
Google is the only search engine that cares about PR - So it didn't work.
Point 1:
Never did Google ever say that it would not recognize the link. It just said
that it would not allow the PR to leak when they do their fancy PR
equations.
Point 2:
Since the other search engines and Google all spider each other and the
other search engines don't follow the whole NoFollow game - Ask.com
ends up spidering your link from some blog and indexes you (even though
it is nofollow) and then Google spiders Ask and finds your link in their
index...
Proof:
Everyone in the SEO industry uses Yahoo Site Explorer to track how many
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links they have and see where they are coming from.
Put my friends blog through Yahoo Site Explorer and you'll find he has
over 16,000 backlinks. Most of them are all NoFollow like this one I just
swiped by viewing source on one of the blogs that are linking to his blog
via comment...
<p class="comment_author"><a href="http://successfool.com"
rel="external nofollow">Alejandro Reyes</a></p>

I could provide these examples over and over. Put simply, the other
search engines don't care about NoFollow like Google does – So it
doesn't work like Google wanted it too. And it never meant that the search
engines can't see the link.
Edit For The Critics:
I am not saying NoFollow is 100% B.S. - I am saying that it is not
something to fear or stay away from completely. There are great uses for
NoFollow on your own sites to manipulate your PR flow in-site.
I have found in my daily experiences that NoFollow links are not
completely worthless like most people are saying. Obviously, a DoFollow
link is more valuable then a NoFollow.
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Lie #6
SEO Is About Manipulating
Search Engines
I keep hearing people talk like they are fighting against Google or like
Google is the enemy. For these people SEO will always be a hard
upstream fight.
They will always suffer from slaps, and updates, and dances.
Being good at SEO is not about trying to trick Google with buffers, and
wheels, and whatever other tricks that are out there. You're job is not to
try and manipulate the search engines, but instead to give them what they
want.
Once you know what the search engines want to see then SEO gets really
easy for you. Now you just have to give them what they want and your
rankings start climbing. In fact if you just learn to give the search engines
what they want your rankings will blow by all the other guys with their
tricks.
Those tricks might work for a little while, maybe even better than natural
SEO, but they don't have staying power. You'll hear those same guys who
were bragging about their tricks two weeks ago now crying that Google is
the enemy. Google is your best friend, they will send you all the traffic you
could ever want if you just help them do their job.
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Lie #7
Mass Article Submissions &
Spinning Articles Still Work
The old school strategy of writing one article, spinning it 100 times, and
blasting all those articles out to the search engines is over. Frankly I'm
surprised at how long it did work, and might have stayed working if
people didn't take it too far.
I saw people turning one article into 100 and then turning those 100 into
1,000 and then blasting all 1,000 articles out to 1,000 article directories. I
want you to take a minute to really think about that... Does it sound like
you are doing something good for the world?
If you're the type that doesn't care about doing something good and you
just want to make money regardless of the methods, you are in the wrong
place.
Google finally had enough with all these mass submissions and started
devaluing article directories a long time ago. Plus, it's really not even
about Google. Would you personally want to read a spun article? Like,
imagine you were having a problem that was bad enough that you were
looking for an answer by searching Google.
Would you want to read an article that was spun? Or would you want to
read an article that was written by an expert or at least someone who
researched the topic and then wrote out a detailed article on the solution?
It's about creating content that people want to read. If you do that then
Google will notice, because people will share the article, bookmark it, and
link to it.
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PART 2: Foundation
Search engines like Google have software that lets them send out a bot
that they call a “spider.” This spider is constantly surfing the web at very
high speeds. The spider is constantly scanning web content and looking
for web links.
Every link that the spider finds lets the spider find and scan a new page.
That's called indexing. Indexing means the spider found your page from a
link somewhere, scanned your content, and added it to Google's ultra
enormous database of content.
From that huge pool of content Google needs to determine how to display
that information on it's search engine results pages (SERP's).
That’s where the famous yet mysterious Google algorithm comes in to
play. Every search engine has their own algorithm that analyzes all the
content in there database and determines how it will be displayed.
That's where search engine optimization (SEO) gets started. Through
years of trial and error many of us in the SEO industry have learned what
parts of their indexed content the search engines place more importance
on.
The two most important are your title tag (a piece of html code inside your
website that tells the search engines what your page is about) and
incoming links to your website. This takes us into the next chapter about
what is important.
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How SEO Works
1. Title Tag
Every webpage is made up of complicated HTML codes. What you see
are just words and images. However, behind the scenes there is actually a
complex architecture of “tags” that tell your browser how to display your
web pages information.
For SEO purposes there is no more important tag in your HTML then the
Title tag. It's the tag that tells the search engines what your web page is
about. Further more it is also the title of your listing in the search engines.

Those items circled in red are title tags. Search engines are using them as
the link for people to click on in order to land on your web page. It's
important to put your keyword or key phrase as close to the front of your
title tags as you can.
You can use multiple keywords or phrases in your title tag. However, it
needs to stay under 65 characters long or else the search engines will use
an ellipse (...). Which makes the link look less attractive.
Speaking of making the link attractive you have to play a little bit of
balancing game with your title tag. It needs to have the best keyword/
phrase possible for your page but also still “sell the click.”
For example a bad title tag would look like...
SEO | Search Engine Optimization | Link Building | Backlinks
COPYRIGHT SiteFling.com 2009-2011 | All Rights Reserved
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Idaho SEO Experts Can Increase Website Traffic For You
The first title tag may rank better in some cases. However, it will get a
lower click through rate. Which the search engines are tracking on a small
level as well. Plus, the real reason we are doing SEO is so people will click
through to our sites right... So sell the click!
Also if you are creative and take your time writing out several different title
tags you can actually fit in more keywords/phrases. The second title tag is
actually one of mine and I rank #1 for Idaho SEO Expert(s).
Here's all the keywords I have a good shot at ranking for with the second
title tag; Idaho SEO, Idaho SEO Expert, Idaho SEO Experts, SEO, SEO
Expert, SEO Experts, Website Traffic, Increase Website Traffic.
In the SERPs right under the title tag is usually a small description of what
that site is about. This information is pulled from another tag in your HTML
called your meta description tag.

2. Meta Description
In the old days of SEO your meta description tag and your meta keywords
tag used to carry a lot more weight. Today they are used mostly just to tell
people what your listing is about.
If you don't write a good meta description into the code of your website
then you are leaving it up to the search engines to tell everyone what your
site is about. This could result in gibberish because the search engines
just pull in random text from the content on your web page to fill the
description.
Having a good meta description tag can dramatically increase the amount
of click thru's to your site. The best meta descriptions tell the search
engine browser the benefits of them visiting your site.
For example...
Visit Our Site Now And Download A Free Report On How You Can Get
More Website Traffic By Having Front Page Listings In Google.
800-758-2651
You don't have to include a phone number if it doesn't pertain to your
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needs. I like to add one to mine since I am wanting them to call me. By
having it in my description I may get calls from people right away since
usually my phone number is the only one showing on that SERP.
Changing title tags and meta description tags is called on-page SEO.
Because your are manipulating parts of your actual web page to increase
the effectiveness of your search engine marketing. The other part is called
off-page SEO and it's the most important part of SEO.

3. Incoming Links (backlinks)
Earlier in this report I told you about the lie that you need a lot of content
to rank high in the search engines. That I have one page websites with
under 300 words of content ranking in #1 positions.
Incoming links are how I do that... Every incoming link you have pointed at
your website is like a popularity vote. The more popular you are the higher
you go.
Incoming links may also be referred to as backlinks or one way links. And
they are by far the most powerful thing in your SEO arsenal. A handful of
backlinks from the right sources could be all you need to instantly be on
the first page of Google.
There are 4 main classes of links that you can get. I'll list them in order of
their power and then I'll reference them by tiers from now on.
Tier 1 Links = Come from authority sites that are highly relevant
Tier 2 Links = Come from authority sites of any topic
Tier 3 Links = Come from any website that is highly relevant to your
topic
Tier 4 Links = Come from any website about any topic
How do you know a website is an authority website? Well Google has a
scoring system that makes it easy for us called Page Rank. It's a scoring
system that works on a 0 – 10 scale.
So a website with a PR score of 8 would be considered an authority site
(In Google's eyes at least). The other search engines could give two craps
about PR and basically you'll just have to go off of how high they rank for
their main keyword/phrase.
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There are thousands of ways you can get backlinks from as easy as
calling up website owners and asking for them, to building a large network
of your own websites on multiple servers and then linking them all to each
other.
You can never know just how many backlinks you'll need. So you just
have to keep getting more and more. Plus the moment you stop adding
fresh backlinks the search engines will think your sites popularity has died
– And your high ranking starts to die as it sinks lower and lower.
When you are building links to your page its often hardest to find Tier 1
links. Then getting easier and easier as you go down in tiers.
There are two main roads you can take. The hard road of getting just a
couple Tier 1-2 links per week. Or the easier road of getting hundreds of
Tier 3-4 links.
They'll both take you about the same amount of time and you'll land at the
same spot at the end of the tunnel. However, one will fit better with your
current skill set or personality then the other. It's about doing what's
easiest and fastest for you to do – Not about slamming your head against
the wall trying to do things you aren't comfortable doing.
You’re most likely new to SEO, so you do not understand that NoFollow
means very little to us. The easiest way to get links is to setup a Google
alert on your keyword/phrase. Then every time you get a notice from a
blog you go and post a comment.
Don't be a moron about it though and just post some crappy comment on
their blog. If the blog owner doesn't like it they can delete it and you
wasted your time. Worse they can blacklist you.
So take a minute or two to see what they are talking about and add some
value with a decent comment. After all if you took 3 minutes to do each
comment for just 2 hours straight everyday that would be 40 links per day.
Which would be 320 links per week and 1280 links per month. At that
pace you could very easily be taking over the #1 spot in your niche. But
that’s just one method. As I said there are literally thousands of ways to
get backlinks.
Another of my favorites is the www.Easy30MinuteBacklinks.com method.
Where you create one piece of free software using free websites. Then
you submit that software to thousands of software directories using
automated software called pad submitters.
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Each of those software download directories will give you a backlink so
the downloader can find out more about the company who submitted the
software.
The best part is most of those software directories have high PR in the 5,
6, and 7 range. So these are high quality backlinks. In case you were
wondering, yes you can submit multiple softwares!!! ;-)
Using the automated pad submitter programs it is very possible to get 300
backlinks in about 30 minutes. Thus, the reason Michelle named her
course 30 Minute Backlinks.
A new friend of mine also created a brilliant little website that lets you look
up backlink possibilities for any keyword or phrase. It's called Backlink
Agent and it's only $20. I couldn't recommend it highly enough. You can
literally just sit there running searches on his site and grabbing backlinks
from all over the web.
Here's a video on how Backlink Agent works... http://sitefling.com/
backlinksvideo
The last thing you need to know about backlinks is that the search
engines are also looking at what the actual clickable text of that link says.
They do this to determine what that link is relative too.
For example if you had an incoming link to your site that looked like “click
here” then the search engines would think that link was relative to the
phrase “click here.”
If we want to get high rankings for our own keyword then we need to
make sure the clickable text (anchor text) includes our 1st and 2nd tier
keywords/phrases in them like this “Idaho SEO Experts”
Having our keywords/phrases in our anchor text DRAMATICALLY
improves the quality and power of our incoming links. Make sure you
switch it up also. Don't just use the same keyword or phrase. Use your 2nd
tier keywords as well.
Before we finish up talking about what's important in SEO. I need to
quickly tell you about a couple more on-page SEO elements you must pay
attention too.
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A tier 1 keyword is a keyword in which you are trying to rank highly for in
the search engines. These are in your anchor text links, title tags, and
heading tags.

5. Tier Two Keywords
Your tier 2 keywords help define what your 1st tier keywords are about to
the search engines. For example if your 1st tier keyword was “Fork” how
do the search engines know you are talking about a fork in the road or a
dinner fork?
The search engines would need to see you using 2nd tier keywords like
knife, spoon, dinner, food... To determine that you were talking about a
dinner fork.
Second tier keywords may also be referred to as semantic keywords,
helper keywords, or LSI keywords in other books. Just some FYI
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4. Tier One Keywords
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Keyword Density
When you are writing content for your websites you need to show the
search engines what your content is relative too. The way you do that is
by making sure your keyword density is correct.
Keyword density means the amount of times your keyword or phrase
shows up per 100 other words in your content.
SEO's around the world have found that a keyword density of 2% - 5% is
best. I personally find 3% keyword density to be my favorite number.
A 3% keyword density for the phrase “Idaho SEO Expert” would mean
that the phrase “Idaho SEO Expert” showed up in my content 3 times per
every 100 words of content.

Heading Tag
The heading tag looks like <h1>. They work all the way down to <h6>
also. The numbers tell the browser and the search engines how important
that heading is in your content.
For example a web page’s main headline at the top of the page will
usually be an <h1> tag while smaller subheads might be <h2> or <h3>. I
have never had the need to go past <h3>.
You should make sure your keywords/phrases are in your heading tags
and if you don't have heading tags you should add them where suitable.
Basically, the heading tag is telling the search engines spider “hey this
part is important.” And the search engines say “well it better have your
keyword/phrase in it then or else I may not consider your keyword as
important.”
Your <h1> tag is best suited for the top most headline of your page and
then <h2> and <h3> tags are best suited for titles above each paragraph
in your content.
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Keyword Research
There are many tools out there that will help you with keyword research. I
used to recommend Wordtracker but lately I find myself only going to the
Google Adwords Keyword Tool.
This tool will help you find actual searches being searched on Google and
their frequency is https://adwords.google.com/select/
KeywordToolExternal
This tool will show you the monthly search results (on average) for
keywords on your topic. Obviously to convert daily into monthly you just
multiply by 30 and to turn monthly into daily you just divide by 30. (I have
had the question come up)
All you need to do is type in the topic of your web page and it will give you
about 200 related searches that users are actually typing in related to your
topic.
There are two schools of thought on keyword research. One side of the
industry likes to only target a handful of the most trafficked keywords. The
other likes to target what we call “long tail keywords” which are the
hundreds of smaller keywords.
Later in this report I will be giving you the method I use that lets me target
both for getting the best of both worlds. If you targeted just the highest
trafficked keywords you will be looking at a longer period before seeing
results but your ending results would be large.
The other, long tail, method can get you lots of smaller results faster
building up to one big large result in the long run. Both methods are
correct it's just which one best suits your current skill set and personality.
I personally prefer long tail keywords because I can be getting results the
whole way through my long term campaign. Plus, the long tail keywords
are where the buyers are as like we discussed above.
Think to yourself about your own searches. When you first typed in “SEO”
were you just trying to learn about SEO or were you looking to buy
something? Chances are when you were ready to buy an SEO course you
would type in a phrase more like “best seo book” or even a product name
like “StomperNET review”
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Most real estate buyers are typing things like “homes for sale in Tampa
Florida” or whatever city they are looking to buy a house in. Yet, real
estate agents are constantly dumping thousands of dollars to rank for
terms like “real estate” or “buy a house.” That to me is a waste but it
would also be stupid to neglect those big keywords if you were looking to
scale your business to the highest levels.
Another important part of keyword research is to find out what your
competitors are targeting. Which can be as easy as just looking at their
title tags. Or as complicated as using KeywordSpy to reverse engineer
every keyword your competitor is ranking for.
The first thing I do when starting a new campaign is find out who is
already ranking high in that niche and then finding out what keywords they
are using.
Einstein always said it was smarter to learn from the mistakes of others
than your own. So I'm first looking to see what my competitors are already
winning with so I avoid using the keywords that they may have already
failed with.
After you have found a couple keywords to target the next thing you want
to do is find out how hard they are going to be to rank on. The first way to
do this is to enter your keyword into Google with “” quotation marks
around it.
Wrapping your keyword or phrase in quotations tells Google to only return
back the pages specifically about your keyword or phrase – Not variations
of it.
Then at the top right hand side of your screen you'll see a numbers that
may say something like 1 – 14,000 results for.... or 1 – 425,000 results
for....
What ever number that ends up being is very important. In my daily
experiences anything under 100,000 is very easy to rank for. Getting
easier and easier the lower that 1 – XXXXX number ends up being.
For my long tail keywords I like to target a dozen or a couple dozen
keywords with results under 50,000. If your keyword is higher than
100,000 or even 1,000,000 then it doesn't matter what you do – It's going
to take a couple weeks to a couple months to get a high ranking for that
keyword.
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Later in this report I'll be telling you about my method called The Truth
that lets me rank for those high keywords by ranking for lots of smaller
keywords first. Which is great because then I'm making money the whole
way through the campaign.
The next thing I do to determine a keyword’s difficulty is to use a keyword
difficulty tool. I used to suggest a free one by SEOlogs, but that seems to
be offline. Now I have a subscription to SEOMOZ which has KILLER
resource tools that I use regularly including a keyword difficulty tool (that
works), a page strength checker and a backlinks checker... All of which
are useful to my keyword research.
The keyword difficulty tool checks how many sites have your keyword in
their title tags, the anchor text of their links, and inside their URLS. The
more sites that are using your keyword in those three places the harder it
becomes to rank for that keyword.
STOP!!! Did you hear what I just said...
It is important to have your keywords or phrases in your title tags, anchor
text, and URLS. SEOMOZ is one of the better SEO sources on the net and
have been for a long time. If they are checking those areas you can bet
your booty that they are very important.
Ok so anyway, back to the keyword research tools... If you can’t do
SEOMOZ here’s another site I use to check the SEO difficulty:
http://seoprofiler.com
All that’s left is to just do the work, like the method I talk about later called
“The Truth.”
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We already know from past chapters that once we find our keywords we
need to put them in our title tags, URLs, heading tags, and anchor text.
But now we need to actually build our webpage and there are more then
just those elements to consider.
For example a web page might have paragraphs, images, navigation
menus, and just a variety of other things.
What does a well optimized landing page look like?
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www.WrightLawnCare.com by BJ Wright
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This is a landing page built and maintained by a friend of mine. He's local
here in Idaho and also worked for Russell Brunson at one time. I didn't
use one of my own landing pages for two reasons 1.) I wanted to protect
some of my niches and 2.) I don't always follow the rules perfectly
because I am always testing new things.
Now lets investigate this page BJ has created. First of all let me tell you
about this company. Wright Lawn Care is BJ's brother’s lawn care service.
I use him during the summers. However, what is brilliant is BJ used SEO
and common Internet marketing techniques to land 30 new accounts
within just over 2 months!
BJ is an awesome Internet marketer that hardly anyone knows about
because he just does his own thing. Learn more about him at
www.SEOIntern.com
Now back to tearing apart the brilliance in this landing page...

Item #1: Title Tag
The exact title tag they are using at the time of this writing is “Boise, ID
Lawn Care Services - 1st Mowing Is Free!”
You'll see that he is targeting his keyword perfectly and doing a search for
“Boise Lawn Care Service” will show you that he is in fact ranking #1. But
what you should also notice is that the title tag is very attractive to click
on also.
No one else on that page is saying 1st Mowing Is Free which further more
increases the traffic he's getting from that #1 listing. Even if he wasn't #1
and had the most attractive link on the SERP then he could be getting
more traffic then the person in the #1 position. Very important!

Item #2: Navigation Menu
The importance in the way he created his menu is that he is using textbased buttons and not images. The search engines can't see images so
it's important to use text. You can hire a designer to create buttons like
BJ's where they look like buttons but really they are text
The other important element is that he is using his keywords in his button
text. This further helps the search engines determine what your site/page
is about.
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The better job you do at helping the search engines determine what you
are relevant too – The better chance you have at ranking for those terms.

Item #3: Heading Tag
You'll see here in his top most headline he is using his keywords. Then he
does it again in the second heading on his page.

Item #4: Paragraphs
If you take the time to read the paragraphs he has on his page you'll
notice he is using both his tier 1 and tier 2 keywords inside his content.

Item #5: RSS Feed
This part is actually a little tricky but $50 to an outsourcer on
Scriptlance.com will get the job done quickly.
What he's doing is showing the search engines that he has fresh content
updating regularly on his page. This tells the spider to keep coming back
to his page which then tells the search engines that this is a website that
is constantly delivering new information to his audience.
What happens when a spider comes to your page for the first time is it
scans your page. Then decides to come back in a few weeks to see if
anything is changed. That is because the search engines want to always
have the freshest content in their database.
So when that spider comes back, if it doesn't see any changes it sets it
timer for longer next time. It keeps getting longer and longer if you don't
update your page. Until the point where they just decide your page is
dead and not worth a listing.
That is why sites like Digg.com and Squidoo.com rank so well. The
spiders see new things every time they come back. In fact they just sit at
the site now indexing everything as it comes in. That situation tells the
search engines that it is a very valuable site with constant new
information. You want that for your sites!
The content is actually coming from his blog and you'll see the headings
link to his blog. So it also helps drive the traffic that lands onto his page
deeper into his site. The more time a visitor spends on your site the more
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Item #6: Footer Links
The last place the search engines check for content about your sites is
right before they finish scanning your page. It's important to have the last
words on your page tell the search engines exactly what you are relevant
too.
This way the first thing they see is what you are relevant to in your title tag
and then the last thing they see is again, exactly what you are relevant to
in your footer code.
With this format it's impossible for the search engines to spider your page
and not know exactly what you are relevant to.
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of a chance you have at converting that visitor to the action you want
them to take.
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Getting Indexed
Before you can even think about getting ranked you first need to get
indexed. If your site hasn't been seen by the search engines there is no
way it can possibly get ranked.
So many people over think this step. All you need to do to get indexed is
put a link in front of one of the search engines spiders. They'll then scan
and index your page. (Indexing alone will not give you rankings)
If you know where the search engine spiders hang out then all you have to
do is show them your link and BOOM your indexed. Where do the spiders
hang out?
Spiders hang out where ever there is constant sources of fresh content.
Even more so, wherever there is a constant source of new links for them
to index. The highest source of fresh new links I can think of is at social
bookmarking sites and content sharing sites.
Whenever I need something indexed I just submit it to Digg.com - Usually
that works within minutes to a couple hours. If it doesn't then blast your
web page address out to StumbleUpon.com, Propeller.com, Mixx.com,
and Mister-Wong.com.
To check if your site is indexed just type the full URL into Google like
this... http://www.yoursite.com and if it doesn't show up in the search
listings then it's not indexed yet.
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Getting Backlinks
As I mentioned above there are literally thousands of different ways to get
backlinks and I covered a couple of them above in the “How SEO Works”
section. For sake of not creating a 600 page ebook and having to write for
the next year and a half of my life I'm just going to cover my 6 favorite and
most effective ways of getting backlinks for you.
Before I get into my favorite 6 backlink building methods I want
to address the recent controversy over backlinks with JCpenny
and Overstock.com getting spanked by Google for their bad
backlinking practices.
This really shook up the seo industry because what their “bad”
practices were (pretty much) everybody's toolbox of what they
were doing to build backlinks - so everybody got really scared
because now all of our backlink methods are no good anymore.
We’re talking about tactics like building social profiles, forums
signatures, article links, and other links from low quality websites
out on the web. (...Basically lots of Mass backlinking).
In my opinion they got “Google Slapped” for 3 reasons:
1. Google doesn’t like when anyone abuses the system - like
using low quality links on such a massive level
2. It is a little bit of the fact that JCPenny and Overstock have so
much attention because they are so big.
3. And they were doing it on such a massive level
PLUS, I’m almost positive one of the competing SEO businesses
reported them to Google. Then because they are such big
companies they got written about in papers.
You won’t have to worry about any of this if you follow the
strategies I’ve included in this report...

With that said, here are some of the latest/best ways to get backlinks.
AND I’ve made sure that these backlinks methods are not “tricks.” They
are not techniques that are only going to be good right now. These have
lasted for years and years and Google approves of them.
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#1 LINK RECRUITING
This goes back to the ancient days of SEO. It used to be one of the only
ways to build backlinks, but as seo progressed we started learning more
and more ways but link recruiting is still a great method.
NOTE: I’m going to use the tomato growing niche in my examples of each
of these methods.
Here’s how it works:
✓ You’re going to create a REALLY good article about tomato growing.
Maybe it’s, “101 Ways to Grow Tomatoes” or “The Ultimate
BlogPost on Growing large Cherry Tomatoes” maybe it’s “the history
of tomato growing.”
✓ Then you’re going to ask for links from other website owners who
have tomato growing related articles.
๏ To do this, you’re going to use Google to find lots of different
tomato growing articles. Find as many as you can. Every time you
find a website with a tomato growing article (and I don’t just mean
blogs... I mean any website from internet magazines to blogs to
forums to wherever! Whatever type of website you can that has
something about tomato growing you’re going to contact them.
๏ Next you need to find out their contact information. Most sites
have contact information on their website. You can normally find
it on a contact us page or at the bottom of the website.
If their contact information isn’t on the website you can look up
the website owners information by doing a “who is” query - you
can do this at http://whois.domaintools.com
✓ Make a list of all the websites and the contact information. Then
contact the owners and say something like... “Hey, I love your
website. I saw you had this article about tomato growing. (link to it) I
also have an article about tomato growing and wanted to know if
you might be interested in linking to it.
NOTE: there are a lot of people using this method and sounding
overly promotional - which can lead to a LOT of No’s... Here’s an
alternative way to contact the website owners Disguise your link with 1 or 2 other links. To do this, you would send
and email that said something like... “hey, I just got done reading the
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article on your website about tomato growing. I really loved it and
when I was searching I found these other (2 or 3) articles that I liked
as well. You might want to include them as additional reading and
have a link to them.
That kind of disguises your intent that you’re trying to just get them
to link to you. Obviously one of those links is going to be a link to
your article. And I normally tell them something like - those articles
were really helpful to me when I was searching and I think it would
make your article better by linking to these other articles.
Not everyone is going to say yes to you. You’ll be lucky if you get about
10-30% of the people that you email to say yes. When you do get those
links you want to make sure that you push that link juice with page rank
sculpting.
Page rank sculpting is where you control where your “link juice” flows
throughout your site. This is a high level SEO technique that you shouldn’t
worry about implementing just yet. Here’s a basic example of how it works
If Bob is linking to you, his link power to you is equal to how many
people are linking to Bob. Think of it as this pipeline and link juice is
coming through the pipeline.
If bob has a lot of pipes driving links into his website then he’s
getting a lot of link juice. Now, if he creates a pipe to your website all
that link juice is coming through over to you.
Now, you have 100% link juice coming from Bob and now you want
to push that link juice around your website.
You don’t just want all that power to sit on that one page. You want
to let it power lots of other pages. Well Google says that you can
spread that link juice out so any other links you have on the page will
take a little of your link juice and pass it around to the next page.
So if you link to your home page you’re going to get a little link juice
over there. If you link to your free report page or your salespage your
going to get a little link juice over there too!
Page rank sculpting is all about a kind of art form of creating your
navigation on that content page in a way that passes the link juice to the
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pages you want it to go to. Instead of just having it spread out to all the
different web pages of your website.
For example, if you link to one of your blog posts and you have all your
navigation at the top, then all of your recent posts on the sidebar, and all
your recent comments, and then you have your footer links, etc. You’re
going to be passing that link juice around where it takes the 100% and
going to end up divvying it up into 5% pieces because of all your other
links - maybe even as small as 1% to all the other links. So the less links
you have the more link juice you have that’s going to be passed around.
Make sure you’re only passing that link juice to the pages you really want
to rank high.
Here’s a graphic to help you see what I’m talking about...
(NOTE: arrows indicate links to your site and pages within your site)
BLOG
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Bob’s Site
Links to
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#2 BLOG COMMENTING
This is by far the most simple in my eyes. My employees are instructed
that at anytime if they have no work to do they are to do this method for
our own sites.
How it works is you just look for blogs that are related to your website’s
topic. Then you leave a comment on a few of their blog posts. For those of
you that have never done this before here's how it works.
1.) Go To http://blogsearch.google.com
2.) Type in the topic of your website
3.) Click on the first title that comes up
4.) Read a snippet of their blog post
5.) Leave a comment about the snippet you read
When you leave your blog comment there are a couple things to
remember. Usually the comment form has four fields; Name, Email,
Website, Comment. Make sure you fill each one out. In the “name” field
you will want to put your keyword. Because thats going to create the
anchor text with the website you entered as the address where people will
go when clicked.
When you leave your comment make sure you leave something of value.
Otherwise when the owner sees the comment they'll just delete it. That's
why I tell you to read a snippet of the blog post. So you can leave a
comment that actually relates to what the author is saying.
It takes a little bit longer (like 30 seconds) but will do wonders for the long
term of your link building campaign because more of your links will stick
around.
Now as I said above that we don't really need to worry about nofollow
links because the link is still counted. However, if you want higher quality
links that pass along a tidbit of their link juice you can use these
resources...
http://www.dofollowblogs.com/ (Directory of DoFollow Blogs)
http://www.inlineseo.com/dofollowdiver/ (DoFollow Blog Search Engine)
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Blog Commenting 2011 UPDATE!
This is still a method that works great today. It’s an easy one. A lot of
people are doing this and a lot of people are abusing this technique.
However, if you do it right, Google has said for years now that blog
commenting is ok. ...But they are watching to make sure people are dong
it right.
Tips For Success:
✓ Keep it light - only do 3-5 blog comments a day.
✓ Remember about the link juice... The power coming to your site from
the blog comment is equal to the however many other links are on
that page.
So if there is 700 comments on that page then each one of those
comments is going to be a little bit of a link juice leak.
If they have no follow (remember this is a myth - it’s not something
you really need to pay attention to). Google still counts the link.
No follow means that the link juice is not passed. So you can still get
the link which important because google counts your link popularity
and link density (how many links you have from different domain
names because it’s a very important part of SEO but what doesn’t
happen is that they don’t pass the link juice.
If it’s a do follow blog and there’s very little comments very little links
on the page then you’re going to get a really nice link juice boost
from that page. So, make sure when you’re blog commenting maybe
you don’t want to go out there and comment on blogs that have
tons and tons of comments on them already. You want to comment
on the ones that only have a few other comments.
✓ Its also about your link popularity and your link density. So you want
to make sure you have lots of different domain names linking to you
and lots of different links in general.
I don’t recommend doing more than 3-5 comments a day especially
if your website is kind of new and doesn’t have a lot of traffic (like if
you have under 500 visits a day). If you have over 500 visits a day
then you can boost it up quite a bit.
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✓ When you leave your blog comment you have to fill out 3 fields:
1. the name field, 2. email field, 3. website field
Don’t use the name field to put your keyword in there. That looks
really spammy and most people wont allow that comment to stay
up on their blog.
Instead use your name plus the keyword if you really want to get
your keyword in there. Even if you don’t have the keyword in there
you’re still going to get the backlink and that’s valuable - it just gets
a little more valuable if you have the keyword in there.
The more accepted method for this these days is to write something
like “Justin the Tomato Growing Guy.” That way you have your
tomato growing keyword inside the anchor text.
✓ Makes sure you’re only leaving good comments. Don’t write, “good
post I’m going to bookmark this”... Leave a good comment!
Read at least a one paragraph of the blog post and give an opinion
or give some feedback or what you think about the paragraph.
Ideally you should read the blog post and leave a good comment. If
you leave good comments then they stay on the page. By leaving
“good” comments...
๏ they don’t get deleted
๏ You’re going to have more accuracy,
๏ you’ll get more backlinks,
๏ they’re going to stick around
๏ you’ll also build relationships with people and that helps for when
you come back to them for link recruiting or other backlink
methods. So you want to start building relationships with these
people by leaving good quality comments.
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๏ Don’t always link to your home page. If I always link to
sitefling.com - that doesn’t look natural. So I try to link to
sitefling.com, the blog, specific blog posts... Spread that link juice
around. This is called your link profile.
You want your link profile to look very natural. A natural looking
link profile is going to have 45-50% of the links are going to the
home page, and then the rest of the links are going to lots of
other pages within your site.
✓
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✓ Also, change up the keywords you’re using and the pages you’re
linking. By doing this you’re spreading the link juice around. Don’t
always have the same keyword in your name field, don’t always
have the same URL in the website field.
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#3 CONTENT SYNDICATION
The next backlinking method is content syndication. Many other people
might call this guest blogging. It has many names so I really want to define
what I’m talking about here...
What I mean when I say content syndication is when you put your content
on other websites. You’re taking your content and syndicating it out to
other websites, but I’m not talking about syndicating it out to sites like
Squidoo.com, or Hubpages.com, or Ezinearticles.com.
I mean cherry picking really good spots for your articles to sit at. If you do
that, your articles are going to get you a LOT more power.
For instance... Would you rather have your article sitting on ezinearticles or
tomatogrowing.com? (or the website that ranks number one for tomato
growing in Google?)
Obviously, you would rather have that article on Tomatogrowing.com or
the #1 website for tomato growing. SO you want to write articles for
internet magazines, blogs, and other websites.
You also want to make sure you include a link back to your site. Normally
you’ll have a little about the author paragraph. It goes something like
this...
“This is a guest post from (your name). A short attractive bio that
includes what you do why would somebody want to come to your
website - nothing more than 2-4 sentences.”
Tips for your bio paragraph:
✓ Usually you can include 2 links but anything more than that looking
spammy. Really, I just want one link to where I want it to go.
✓ I also rotate my anchor text keywords & what pages on my site I’m
linking to.
✓ AND if you can have the link at the top of the article - even better!
Google values links going from the top of the website down to the
bottom of a website. So, if your link is at the top of the website
Google says that’s a more valuable link than the one that’s at the
bottom.
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When you’re looking at sites to syndicate your content to don’t ask first.
If you contact the site first and ask if you can write an article for them, it’s
really easy for them to say No - especially if they don't know you.
It’s much harder to say No if you write the article and then send them an
email that goes something like this,
“hey name,
I love your tomato growing magazine and I saw that this is one of
your most popular topics. I wrote a REALLY good article about it and
I’d be willing to give it to you as exclusive content. You can post it
on your site and take the day off on me...”
I attach the article to the email, and make sure it’s already formatted. That
way all they have to do is copy/paste and press publish. They can see the
article that you’ve written for them immediately.
Also MAKE SURE YOU SPELL CHECK the articles you’re sending out.
The best articles I write are the articles for OTHER websites. You want to
make sure those articles are better than the ones you would write for
yourself.
SO when you create really good content>>post it to cherry picked
websites where people will see those articles you’ll...
1. You’ll start building relationships with other website owners in your
niche.
2. You’ll be getting instant exposure and traffic from those websites
because people will actually see your article and if they like the
article they’ll probably click your link to go check out your website
3. You’ll get a really good backlinks because these are established
related websites in your market - especially if they are authority
websites
If you are tomatogrowingblog.com and you have an article published
on tomatogrowing.com that one link is going to be worth
THOUSANDS of other lesser links.
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#4 BLOG REVIEWS
Another thing you can do is blog reviews. You can hire (or bribe) bloggers.
Obviously you would want to keep that part on the down-low.
Google doesn’t want to hear about you buying links and I’m not
recommending that you buy links. However, it is a very common practice
for people to giveaway their products to influential bloggers, tweeters,
Facebook fanpages, and have them do a review of the product.
Once they write the review - they’ll post it to their website and they usually
link to your site.
You can also find people on Microworkers.com who have blogs and are
willing to write these blog reviews. You can also buy facebook shares,
tweets, diggs, and stumbles.
NOTE - this is a borderline gray area technique. So again I caution you to
really watch yourself when you’re doing this. Use it sparingly.
It does technically qualify as “buying” links, but it is working and it’s not
like you’re approaching tomatogrowing.com and offering to pay them
$175 for them to post a link at the top of their website. It’s quite a bit
different than that.
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#5 FANPAGES
Google can index Facebook fanpages. Google has a hard time indexing
Facebook because people have their profiles on different private settings,
but fanpages (for the most part) are wide open to the public and Google is
indexing these fanpages.
If you write a really good article on your blog, you can approach that fan
page owner and ask them if they’d be willing to share the post on their
fanpage. Doing this helps you in two ways:
1. You’re going to get a link on a fanpage that Google could index and
find.
2. You’re going to get the instant exposure to that fan base and the
traffic from it.
You just need to make sure that you have a really good title on your article.
Something that’s shocking or a list post. It’s got to be attractive enough
that when it shows up on the news feeds of the fans they want to click it.
If you can relate it to some sort of current event or if you can have a
shocking title or maybe it’s a list title (like 101 ways to plant tomatoes
upside down) Fanpages are another way to get backlinks.
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#6 INFO-GRAPHICS
Info-graphics are really popular right now too.
Info graphics are where you take an article and turn it into a graphic that
includes data (percentages etc) and text descriptions that improve the
graphic. There are really good “link bait” that people from other websites,
fanpages, etc will link to.
If you search Google for “info-graphics” you’ll find tons and tons. There’s
even websites out there dedicated to just showing you different
infographics.
Here’s what you do:
Write out a really good article and then think about how you can turn that
into an image.
In the tomato growing niche, I’d create an infographic that covers the
basics of TomatoGrowing. At the top of the infographic I might have a
picture of somebody planting a seed.
Step 1 - plant your tomato seed
On the next step you have a picture of how to set up the wire framing
around the plant that helps the vine grow upwards. So you might have a
picture (or series) that show how to create the structure.
So you’re just going to go through the steps and turn the article into a
series of images that has some data or text description. You want to have
a very informative graphic.
These are really popular. You can post them on Digg, to infographic
directories, and they share really well on facebook and twitter.
NOTE: there are companies that create infographics for you. All you need
to do is write an article and submit it to them and they’ll create the info
graphic based on the information you gave them.
Also, make sure you find a topic thats currently popular. This should be
something going on in the industry or maybe controversial. These spread
farther and faster than just regular info-graphics.
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The most important thing to remember about the content you create is
that each piece has a purpose. Don’t just create content to create content.
Every time you write an article or create an interview or some other form of
content you should ask yourself these 3 questions:
1. What is the goal of this article?
‣ To attract backlinks? To Get facebook shares? To educate your
readers? To help sell your product?
‣ There should always be a goal for your content.
2. Who is the audience for this article?
‣ The men? Kids? Grandparents? Women?
3. What is the promotional plan for this article?
‣ How do you plan to promote this article? That’s something many
people forget. When you write an article what do you plan to do
to promote it?
‣ Will you share it on your facebook page? Will you email it to your
list? Are you going to tweet it? Will you digg it and then pay
microworkers to go and digg it so you can try and get it to the top
of the digg site?
If you create content with a purpose you’ll find the backlinks really start
coming naturally because you’ve had a goal and planned it ahead of time.
You’ve thought about the end goal prior to creating the content and that
will really help you with getting more traffic, getting more backlinks, and
building relationships with website owners in your niche.
When you build more relationships all of this gets easier because you’ll
have more relationships to get your articles posted and get your
comments accepted. With these relationships its easier to do the link
recruiting and link to your article. Its easier to get the fanpages to post
your content and share your infographics.
I can’t stress enough how important it is to build relationships with other
website owners in your market.
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Part 3: The Stage
Theory
Before I get into the tactics of my method I call “The Stage” I want to give
you an overview of the whole strategy. I find that if someone tells me what
I'm getting into just before they show me how to do something I
understand the steps better.
So The Stage is a method I’ve created and am currently using based on all
the SEO knowledge I've ever accumulated as well as the recent changes
made by Google. I've read countless reports, blog posts, forum posts, and
watched hours of videos and seminars on the topic of SEO. The Truth is
my outcome from all of those lessons and trial and error experiences on
what’s actually working right now.
Basically The Stage is your website. It is optimized for your tier 1
keywords - the high traffic stuff. Then you have all your second tier
keywords - the long tail stuff - as blog categories. Finally your stage gets
elevated by the search engines when you start putting out content and
building relationships with others through blogposts and guest blogging.
Your elevation gets boosted when your content gets social interaction to
show google that “real people” like and want to share your content. This
comments and social shares.

BACKLINKS
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Here’s how it works:
What happens is you start ranking very heavily, sometimes full pages in
Google, for your long tail keywords. As your credibility grows with the less
traffic keywords, your website starts ranking for your bigger high traffic
keywords or phrases and you start dominating your niche organically.
Now at first each blog post or guest blog post may only bring in only 2-5
visits per day. As you start adding more and more out on the web that
multiplies. 10 blogpost catching 5 visitors per day equals 50 visitors per
day. You keep scaling that up and you get to where you have 100 pieces
of content bringing in 5 visitors per day and that 500 visitors per day.
It's not just about posting the content though. Just like in the fishing
industry the more fish you catch the more popular your boat becomes and
you start becoming the leader in your industry. Your goal is to build your
popularity.
Let's walk out this theory using tomato growing as our example niche. You
optimize your website for the big keywords like “tomato growing,”
“growing tomatoes,” and “tomato growing tips.”
Then you start targeting your long tail keywords like “how to grow
tomatoes,” “growing tomatoes upside down,” “growing tomatoes
indoors,” “growing tomatoes on your patio,” and “growing hydroponic
tomatoes” in your blog categories, posts, and guest posts.
By targeting we mean using your blog and other blogs in your niche to
bring in more eyes to your content. If we place our content and links on
other sites in our niche we can increase our backlinks, and get top
rankings or even dominate whole pages in Google. Then visitors will land
on these blogs and instantly have some relationship with us because
we’re the guest - their trusted source of content is referring us - which
gives us instant credibility. Now, we want to get them back to our site...
The best part about this method is you can rank for the second tier
keywords very quickly. Sometimes even taking whole pages in Google.
This brings us immediate traffic. Then as you keep growing it, the traffic
gets bigger and bigger. You start dominating all the second tier keywords
and everywhere your target searchers go they keep bumping into you.
So as you grow you start shrinking your competition, which adds even
more growth to your presence. Eventually Google starts seeing all these
web presences linking to you about all your second tier keywords and
begins seeing your website as the overall authority for your main topic.
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That's when you start ranking for your tier 1 keywords like tomato growing
and growing tomatoes. Now you're getting all that traffic plus from all your
other keywords that you built up and it all turns into a fire hose of web
visitors. And the whole time you were getting traffic, sales, and opt-ins.
Instead of just trying to go for the big keywords first and waiting until that
ranking finally came.
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Parts Of The System
The Stage
Your stage is really the whole process, which includes your website, blog
posts, guest blog posts, the keywords you’re targeting and relationship
backlinks. Refer to the chapter above called Build Your Page(s) to learn
how to build and optimize your landing pages.

Elevating Your Stage
In my previous SEOLies edition I had a system called the boat that walked
you through how to use web2.0 properties for boosting your SEO. I’m no
longer using all of those, so I wanted to show you the 3 step system I’m
using to elevate my “Stage.” When I say “elevate” I mean increase my
website to a higher position in the search engine listings.

Step 1: Writing a Quality Blog Post
The step in the new system is to write a quality blog post on a HOT topic.
I’m picking my topics based on current events going on in my niche and
questions I receive (or find on the web) that people are asking in my niche.

The key here is to give people what they want...
not just posting topics based on how many
searches a keyword has per month.
THE SEARCHES PER MONTH DO NOT
DEFINE THE TRAFFIC YOU’LL GET
When you’re picking a topic for your post you’re looking for a keyword
with 2 criteria:
1. You can write about this topic. This shouldn’t be foreign to you.. If
you don’t know it - LEARN IT. Or interview someone that already
knows it.
2. Is it possible for you to rank for that keyword?
What I’m looking for here is how difficult is the competition for this
keyword. When I find a keyword I turn to Google and look up my
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keyword with quotes around it to see how many competing pages
there are. My goal is to find a keyword with less than 50,000 in the
results. (see example on next page)
The next qualifying factor is how difficult the competition is... I’ll get
to that in just a minute.
Here’s an example of what I’m looking for in a keyword:
I’m in the SEO niche so a popular topic right now is, Facebook Iframe
Apps
Now, I’m pretty knowledgeable when it comes to using facebook and I
know there are TONS of people wanting to learn how to use this. So I plan
to write a blog post to capture this new traffic based on the current event
happening in the niche right now.
When I do my research I see that “Facebook iframe Apps” has just over
27,000 results and there are some “big players” that rank for that keyword.

HOWEVER, If I add the word tutorial to the keyword (which I know people
will be looking to learn on this keyword, I get just 9 results... A keyword I
will definitely rank for and get some traffic with.
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Stage 2: ID Competition & Gauge Difficulty
Now, in the last step we focused on finding keywords and I touched a little
on how I look at the difficulty of my competition. In this step I want to
show you what I’m looking for when I research the competition for a
keyword.
For this step you’re looking for a few criteria.
1. The first is how low the search results are.. If the search results in
google (when you search your keyword with quotes around it) are
less than 5,000 then it’s pretty much a guarantee that you’ll rank for
this with any blog post and a few backlinks.
2. Then you’re looking through the search results to find other
bloggers. If other bloggers are ranking for this keyword then you just
need to out link them with you backlinks.
3. YOU DO NOT WANT TO SEE - Amazon.com, Wikipedia, Oprah,
Colleges, etc. These sites have MAJOR authority and MILLIONS of
backlinks so outranking them in the search engines isn’t going to be
something easy to do. If I find any of these I search for a different
keyword.
Now, when you find your keyword and make a post on it and don’t see
any results or listings in Google within 1-2 weeks then you’ll want to get
backlinks for it. You now need to search your keyword and check out who
are the sites that are ranking #1, #2, & #3?
Check out their link profile using SEOProfiler.com
Where are their backlinks coming from?
What type of backlinks are they getting?
Can you get the same backlinks? Or similar backlinks?
If you can - DO IT! Building your backlinks, builds your credibility, and
increases your rank in the search engines.
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Step 3: Relationship Driven Link Building
On this step you’re going to find places and other people that will link to
your website or content. We talked about this in more detail in part 2 of
this report. But here’s a quick overview of how to increase your
relationship driven link building...
1. Find People With Related Blogs that will link to you.
Take the Facebook Iframe Apps Tutorial keyword for example. I would
look for other blog posts that review Facebook Iframe Apps, have other
facebook tutorials, etc.
Then I contact those bloggers and ask them if they’d be interested in
linking to my tutorial from their post.
2. Ask for the link.
Seriously, sometimes all you have to do is ask. Write up your article,
post it to your blog, and then contact other bloggers, forums and
websites and ask them to share a link to your new article.
This gives them valuable content that they are sharing with their
followers as well as build a link back to you and increase your traffic. So
it’s a win - win for both people.
...Just make sure you actually point out the benefit of them sharing your
content with their subscribers so they see a reason to do it. If you
simply say, “I wrote this will you send it out,” then you’ll get more no’s
than yes’s.
3. Comment on blogs
You’re going to go out and find other blogs, websites, and forums that
you can comment on with a link back to your post. You don’t want to
just straight up spam the link to them, but if they are asking for help
you’d reply with something like, “I just made up this tutorial to help you
out...” type comment.
4. Pay for Microworkers to share your content out for you.
With Microworkers you can have other people share your blog post out
on their facebook wall or through their twitter streams for you. This can
bring in a new demographic and get the word out there for just 50
cents.
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NEW! 2011 Update Chapter
SEO Lies was written in 2009 and I'm extremely proud to say that what I
wrote over 2 years ago is still true today. If I had wrote about tricks and
fads then SEOLies would be outdated and useless.
What you have learned so far are the principles behind SEO and because
they are principles instead of tricks, fads, or loopholes they'll continue to
work for years to come.
If nothing has changed why am I writing a 2011 update chapter?
Just before I sat down to write this chapter I re-read what I've written so
far. I had not even looked at this information in the last 2 years, because I
have been busy working on my own sites. I was so relieved as I read each
section, seeing that I was not going to have to "re-write" anything, but just
add in a few new things.
Since 2009 Google has added one more crucial ranking
factor in order to deal with the accelerated pace of over
17 million pages now being added to Google EVERY
SINGLE DAY! We've seen two major updates from
Google; MayDay update and Google Caffeine update.
When Google first started there were so little pages in the search engines,
that they could index and rank them based on a web pages on-page SEO.
Things like Title tags, Meta Tags, and Keyword density were enough to get
you ranking high in Google. Then as the world started creating more and
more websites and Google grew to accommodate them they had to find a
better way to rank the masses.
As the competition gets stiffer, so must the ranking protocol...
This is when we started seeing "backlinks" or inbound links starting to be
the major ranking determinate, and off-page SEO was born. In fact, a
whole new industry was born with companies all over the world offering
link building services and training. In 2009 I wrote SEO Lies and taught
you that if you just make sure your pages have good Title tags, keyword
density, and lots of quality backlinks you will rank just fine.
That has been true all the way up until about the last 3 months of
2009-2011, in fact for millions of keywords it still is true.
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A New Element
In order for Google to adjust to the exploding exponential growth of it's
web index they have added an additional element to their ranking factor.
This is an element that will be around for quite a long time too because it
is phenomenally effective at separating quality sites from non-quality sites.
That has always been Google's #1 objective... "How do we show only the
most popular highest quality sites to our searchers?"
This new element is "activity."
‣Phase 1 of Google Ranking Factors = Title tags,
URLs, keyword density
‣Phase 2 of Google Ranking Factors = Quantity &
Quality of inbound links
‣NEW* Phase 3 of Google Ranking Factors =
Quantity of Visible Website Activity
Google owns Google Analytics, Feedburner, Google Reader, Google
Blogs, Google Toolbar and more. These are all services that can analyze
the amount of activity a website has. For example if you are using Google
Analytics then they can see all your visits, time on site, bounce rate, and
more.
If you have a blog and use Feedburner for your RSS feeds or if your
visitors use Google Reader to read your RSS feeds then they can see how
many RSS subscribers you get per day and how often your subscribers
are reading your blog. With Google Blogs and Google Toolbar they can
see how many people are clicking onto your sites, how long they are
staying, and which pages they enter/leave from.
Also as they index sites these days they are looking for evidence of
activity. Things like "how many blog comments did they get" and "how
many Facebook shares did they get" or even "Oh they have twitter, how
many people follow them on Twitter."
Google can see A LOT about what we as humans do everyday and since
their entire business revolves around what websites are doing they can
see even more about that. I believe that if you panic and try to hide you'll
only hurt yourself. Imagine you were being investigated by the FBI... If you
fled the city and tried to board a plane for Bosnia, the FBI would not look
kindly on that.
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Suggestions For Change
Instead what you should do is embrace it and feed it. If you really have the
goods, and I don't recommend doing SEO if you can't bring the goods,
then do more of what you can to show Google how much activity you
have.
Here are a few suggestions...
 If you had just a plain website, maybe convert it over to a blog or
add a blog to it. Write one really good blog post per week, share it
on your social profiles, and ask for comments by asking a provoking
question at the end of your blog post.
Google is indexing as much of the social sites as they can and
they'll see when your blog posts get shared. They'll see your new
comments and they register the new activity.
 If you can't add a blog or just don't want too then maybe think
about buying traffic to your sites to increase the amount of traffic
Google see's your site getting.
If you can't do that then just write one really good article on your site
and include social sharing buttons on it so it can be shared. Use a
service like Disqus or Echo commenting systems or even
Facebook's commenting system.
 Another thing you can do is add Youtube
videos to your site (where it makes sense
and don't overdo it).
Google bought Youtube years ago and they
are doing all that they can to get more
traffic to it. If you do 10 Google searches
I'm quite sure you'll find a Youtube video in
at least 3 of the searches front page
rankings.
This shows us that they are heavily weighting Youtube videos and
we have seen that just adding a Youtube video to your page can
give that page a little bit of favoritism from Google. Embedding a
Youtube video on your site gives Google another incentive to rank
that page as well as giving them an easy way to tell how much
activity takes place on that page.
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NOTE: Obviously, you would not put these videos/comment systems on
your least active pages as that would tell Google that your site is less
active. So take a day or two to plan out a way to create a highly active
section or page of your site and how you can show Google how active
that page/section is.
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Frequently Asked Questions Since 2009
What SEO tools am I using?
All of the paid SEO tools just scrape
information from the free tools. You are paying
for the convenience of seeing all the
information in one place, as well as any special
information displays. For example, I do use a
tool called Micro Niche Finder because it finds
keyword phrases that I could never find in the
normal Google keyword suggestion tool.
MNF scrapes all the free tools and then has
buttons you can click to rank the information
displayed. For example the SOC (Strength of Competition) button ranks
the information displayed to tell you whether it is easy or hard to get a
ranking for that keyword.
You can do this formula yourself but it takes about 10 minutes per
keyword to find the information and then do the math with the information
you get. Instead you just click the button and about 30 seconds later it
gives you a red, yellow, or green light.

Red = Months of work to rank #1
Yellow = Weeks of work to rank #1
Green = Days of work to rank #1
There is another tool called Market Samurai and MNF is kind of it's "rival"
SEO tool. However, I don't particularly support the guys behind Market
Samurai. I also know of a lot more people turning SEO into dollars with
MNF than I do people with MS. Is my review biased, absolutely, but you
asked for my opinion and there it is - as raw as I can give it to you. You
should also know that I have never used Market Samurai myself.
Other than MNF, the only other tools I pay for
are SEMRush and SEOMoz. The first one let's
you find out all of your competitors keywords,
where they rank for their keywords, what
pages are helping them get ranked, and
more. This is kind of like a spy tool and I like it
better than KeywordSpy that I mentioned
above.
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If you want to be able to scientifically analyze your SEO efforts to the point
of knowing exactly what you must do to come out ahead than SEOMoz is
for you. However, you must know that they are a little pricey at $79/month
but again this is THE toolset for professional SEO's.
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SEOMoz.org is the worlds leading SEO tool provider for professional
SEO's. If you plan on doing SEO professionally then I highly suggest you
check out their tools. There are too many tools inside for me to talk about
here but basically they allow you to do better research on your keywords
and competitors than any other SEO tool on the market.
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Have I Changed My SEO Strategies At All Since Writing This?
When I wrote this ebook in 2009 I had just got off of an extremely intense
SEO testing period of about 6 months. I was running an SEO service for
local business and global providers. Which gave me the chance to test my
strategies on hundreds of keywords very quickly. This is how the
information in the book was obtained and why it has remained valuable
for so long.
However, the mass blasting I used to do 2, 3, and 4 years ago do not fit
into my SEO strategies today. What I mean is taking one article and
blasting it to hundreds of article directories and then one podcast and
blasting it to every podcast directory known etc. etc.
I AM NOT SAYING IT DOESN'T WORK... Just that it's not what I do
anymore. The reason why is since the days of running an SEO service and
doing mass amounts of SEO I have been able to perfect my strategies
doing SEO for myself. When I had a team of employees it was easy to do
a massive effort, but now that I am one man with a couple assistants we
don't have the man power we used too.
What we did is analyzed all of our rankings, which included hundreds of
keywords, to find what services/sites/networks were giving us the most
bang per piece of content. For example if we submitted an article to
hundreds of article directories... Which were the 5 that gave us the highest
ranking more often than any others.
We repeated this investigation across our entire distribution strategy;
article directories, podcast directories, video sharing sites, content
sharing sites, software directories, slide sharing sites, & document sharing
sites.
Then instead of blasting that content all over the
place, we focused it on just the cherry picked
websites. This allowed us to focus more on the quality
of our content and go back to hand submissions.
After buying every possible submission tool on the
market we found that NONE of them had a 100%
submission success rate.
It's just not possible with a tool because website owners change up their
approval systems thanks to spammers and lazy marketers submitting piss
poor content. With our higher quality content and hand submission we are
able to guarantee 100% acceptance and the website owners love our
content, sometimes even adding it to their featured sections.
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Also because our content was higher quality now,
our content started getting picked up by other
website owners giving us far more traffic to our
links than we ever got with our mass
submission methods. Seeing this we started
approaching website/blog owners directly and
asking them if they would like to post our articles
directly to their sites, even offering them an
exclusive on it.
We found that website/blog owners were STARVING for content and
would take as much as we could give them. These were the best because
now we were getting backlinks from real websites in our niche markets
instead of broad directories. This extra targeted traffic and backlink quality
has been dramatically more valuable than our old directory days.
Just one of our guest blog posts got us 426 visitors, 72 opt-ins, and 12
sales within 24 hours of our article being published. The publisher liked
our submission so much that they ended up mailing out the link to it to
their email list, they got dozens of comments praising the article too and
asked us back ANYTIME! (we still get about 5-7 hits a day from this article
and it out converts any of our other traffic streams)
Granted that is our best scenario to the point of being about 10x better
than our other submissions, but it shows you what is possible. You just
can't even compare high quality content and hand submissions to the
older mass submission stuff we used too do. Although, like I said, the
mass submission method talked about earlier in this book does still work.
Our new method just works better.. It's like driving a Yugo vs. Mercedes,
there is going to be a noticeable difference.
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What Are The "Cherry Picked" Websites That You Submit To Now?
Obviously, that is an extremely valuable set of data. As much of a "nice
guy" as I want to be I just can't rationalize giving away that information in
a $10 report. I have given as much as I can give in this report making it
vastly more valuable than the $10 that it cost already. I hope you'll
understand that and not hate me.
I can say that if you watch JVNotifyPro for the latest Internet marketing
product launches and then watch the search engines for the keywords
relating to those launches about 2 weeks before and after the launch you
will see these high performing sites showing up in the top of the search
engines.
I am not the only one finding out this information and I do share it with my
SiteFling Mastermind members. I also share it inside some of the paid
forums that I am a member in. If you are not a member of a paid forum, I
HIGHLY SUPER HIGHLY recommend that you find one. Having access to
a group of like minded individuals who are actively practicing these
strategies and tactics is invaluable. The free forums you cannot trust the
information and because they are free you get all sorts of riff raff in there.
With a paid forum you generally have a much higher quality set of people
who are incredibly more serious than their freebie seeking counterparts in
the free forums. Either join ours inside the SiteFling Mastermind or
checkout Bring The Fresh, Wealthy Affiliate, or SEOMoz (I am inside all of
these).
Yes, I find them so valuable that I pay over $300 per month to be a
member of all of them.
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How Do I Feel About Article Spinners & Content Spinning?
If you've even read this book then you know I am not a fan of spinning
articles - There just is no reason for it since I have proven duplicate
content to not be an issue
I believe spinning your articles will hurt your actual readership. It may help
you get more first page rankings but what is the point if your readers read
your article and it's not high quality to them? Article marketing and
content syndication only work when the reader loves your content so
much that they click your link.
You may be able to fool some of them with a tricky link placement or a
strong article resource box, but you'll attract way more flies with honey
than you will with vinegar - Catch my drift? ;-)
Despite what I say, I cannot compete with the human desire to find a
shortcut and do things the easy way. My wife and parents would tell you
that I am the last person in the world that should ever tell someone not to
seek out the easy way. However, I am trying to tell you that I have already
driven down that road, while it looked like the shortcut, it actually wasn't
because it was filled with potholes.
The real shortcut is disguised
(cleverly) by looking like it's
more work (writing high
quality articles and
submitting by hand). I would
love for you to just take my
word for it, but again I know
a lot about the desire to do
things the easy way, I do ask
that you at least (earnestly)
try both methods for yourself
and then be your own judge.
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2011 SEO Wrap Up
Still pay attention to your title tags, URL's, keyword density, and heading
tags. Still seek out more and more high quality backlinks. Now add in
methods that show Google how active your website is and work on
increasing your websites activity. You'll see a dramatic increase in your
SEO, traffic, leads, and sales if you do.
In your spare time between mass submitting articles, take some time to
write a few really high quality articles and submit them to some bloggers
as guest posts. Still include a resource box just like an article directory
though so you get some link love and traffic. Don't target the giant blogs
first, start with some of the lower level guys who are desperate to get to
the top (aka starving for good content). Then as you get more under your
belt move up the ranks till you are writing for the top blogs in your
industry.
I whole -heartedly believe the information contained in this book to be the
best available on the market. That you can take this information and
create a fortune for yourself with search engine traffic to your website.
Since 2009 I have sold over 7,000 copies of this book and that includes
hundreds of the paper-back published version.
My parents, aunts, uncles, and friends all have copies of this book. They
recommend it to anyone they know who needs more Internet traffic for
their businesses or causes. I get emails and calls every week from people
raving about the concise, fluff-free, info-packed style of this book. I say
this not brag, but to say thank you to everyone and how much I
appreciate everyone's commitment to spreading the word about this
book.
Thank you so much, I can't express in words what it means to me!

Go Bigger,
Justin Brooke
aka SEO Mad Scientist
www.sitefling.com
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If you enjoyed the in depth training provided in this book, then you’ll love
some of our other training programs.

Here’s What SITEFling Has For You
SITEFling Challenge

Build a Working Internet Business In 28 Days!
Kickstart your online success with the SITEFling
Challenge. You’ll receive a sequence of easy to
follow lessons that tell you exactly what step to
take and when.
No more guessing what to do each day…
No more wondering which path to take…
Click here to read more about the SITEFling Challenge
SEO Lies Affiliates earn 75% Commission.
SEO Lies converts between 7-7.5% and you also
receive 50% commission on the $49.95 back end
product. PLUS if a customer that you sent ever
purchases any of our other products you’ll receive
commission for that too!
Click here to read more about becoming an SEOLies Affiliate

SITEFling Traffic Attraction Systems

Master 1 New Marketing Strategy Every Month
Relying solely on 1 traffic method puts your
online income at a BIG risk. Take your site to a
whole new level by mastering multiple streams
of traffic. PLUS you can have Justin as your
personal coach!
Click here to read more about mastering new Marketing Strategies
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